Enjoy before or after
dinner, or find a reason
to
......
and have
a few more.
CLASSIC MOJITO
Timeless perfection ticking all the boxes of
this archetypal cocktail; Bacardi, lime, soda,
sugar syrup, crushed ice and mint. £6.50

BLACK RUSSIAN

CAIPIRINHA(kai-pi-rin-yah)

This classic first
appeared in 1949 and
is affiliated to Gustave
Tops, a Belgian
barman, who created
it at the Hotel
WHITE
Metropole in Brussels
RUSSIAN
in honor of Perle
A creamier mix of
Mesta, then U.S.
the traditional
ambassador to
Black Russian of
Luxembourg.
1949, both named
It contains Vodka
not from their
and Coffee liqueur
origin but its
with the addition of
primary ingredient;
coke to give it its
Vodka - with
infamous Black name.
Coffee liqueur and
£5.95
for the White
variety; milk, to
give its unique
blended taste.
£6.50

Brazil's national cocktail -made
from Sagatiba,
limes & sugar syrup.
Prepared by smashing the fruit and
the sugar together and then adding
the liquor; fresh and sharp with
va va voom. £5.95

GODFATHER
Served in a heavy glass on the
rocks with equal parts Whisky and
Amaretto.
Claimed to have inherited the
name through being Marlon Brando's
favourite tipple whilst on set of the
film adaptation of Mario Puzo's
The Godfather.
Suited for contemplation in isolation
or after dinner.
Strong Italian scent mixed with
fiery and smooth Scotch Whisky.
Finish your evening in style. £6.50

SHOTS
Baby Guinness/£3.50
B52/£3.50
B54/£3.50

WOO WOO
A High ball mix of Vodka, Archers and
Cranberry juice poured over ice with
a slice of lime.
Enjoyed at any time of the evening. £5.95

TOM COLLINS
The most 'papped' cocktail; steeped in
history with the mystery of its originality
chased from Dublin to New York - despite
which, it's a clean cut and classy classic;
Gin, Lemon juice, soda and sugar syrup.
£5.50

....if you have
your own
signature
drink - please
ask staff.
THE OLD SCHOOL
INN EPWORTH.

